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13-COM-APP/2016/1 	7s- 
GOVERNMENT OF SINDH 
SINDH REVENUE BOARD 

_Karachi, dated 26 TH  December, 2016 

BEFORE THE COMMISSIONER (APPEALS) SINDH REVENUE BOARD 

APPEAL NO. 260/2016 

ORDER-IN-APPEAL NO. 220/2016 

 

M/s International Steels Limited, 
101, Beaumont Plaza, 10 Beaumont Road, 
Karachi 

Appellant 

• Versus 
Ms. Anbreen Fatima, 
Assistant Commissioner (Unit-10), 
Sindh Revenue Board, 12 th  Floor, 
Shaheen Complex, M.R. Kiyani Road, Karachi. 

Respondent 

Representative(s): 	M/s Bilal & Co for the Appellant. 

Respondent in person. 

Date of filing of Appeal: 01-09-2016 
Date of hearing of Appeal 01-12-2016 
Date of Order: 26-12-2016 

ORDER 

Zamir A. Khalid, Commissioner (Appeals) SRB,---By this Order, I intend to dispose 

of the above titled/numbered Appeal against the Order in Original, bearing No. 

756/2015 dated 15 th  August, 2016 (hereinafter referred as the "MO") passed by the 

Assistant Commissioner-10 against the Appellant. 
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1. 	
Brief facts of the case as narrated in the 0I0 are that the Respondent had 

perused the note 20 of the audited financial accounts of the Appellant for the year 

ended June, 2014, wherein it was mentioned that the Appellant has provided the 

services of manufacturing on toll basis. After the show cause notice the Appellant 

submitted that the mainly the Appellant provides manufactured paints in relation to 

color coil coating, which is a major activity of the Appellant. That in addition to the 

main activity the Appellant also does manufacturing/processing, being a small portion 

of the activity of the Appellant. The Respondent treated small portion of the activity 

of the appellant as the services provided in the matter of manufacturing and 

processing for others on toll basis, those 
classified under tariff heading 9830.0000 of 

the Second Schedule of the Sindh Sales Tax on Services Act, 2011 (hereinafter 

referred as the "Act, 2011"). Accordingly, the Respondent took the value of services 

for the year ended June, 2014 and June, 2015 as Rs: 10,960,000/- & Rs: 135,960,000/
-  

147,600/- (20,394,000 + 1,753,600), held 
respectively and imposed a tax of Rs: 22, 

	to 

be recoverable along-with the default surcharge. Besides, the following penalties were 

also imposed. 

a.
A penalty of Rs: 1,107,380/- for violation of section 24 and Rs: 100,000/- 

for non-compliance of notice of compulsory registration as against 

Offence No. 1 of table of section 43 of the Act, 2011. 

b.
A penalty of Rs. 4,156,930/-, further calculable from the date of 0I0 to 

the date when the payment will be made @ rate of 333.33 per day, as 

against Offence No. 2 of table of section 43 of the Act, 2011. 

c.
A penalty of. Rs. 3,121,680/-, further calculable from the date of MO to 

the date when the payment will be made @ rate of 333.33 per day, as 

against Offence No. 3 of table of section 43 of the Act, 2011. 

The penalties totaled as Rs: 8,485,990/ - . The Appellant felt aggrieved and filed 

this Appeal before me. 
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In the hearing before me the AR of the Appellant contention of the Appellant 
is from raw material of others it remains 

gas that when he produces the steel shee  

lan 

'u

ufacture. And thus the same cannot be taxed by the Provincial Legislatur tamed 
e. He 

urther submits that the Province of Sindh has not challenge the definition con 

)r amended by the Federation. Therefore, has accepted that the activity is manufacture 

ind not a service. The Appellant relied on the Judgments reported in 2006 PTD 730, 

2010 PTD 1269 and 1980 PTD 201. Further without prejudice to the basic contention 

submitted that the Appellant has paid the sales tax on the activity and the penalties 

cannot be imposed in absence of mens rea on the part of the Appellant. 

3.0 On the other hand the Respondent distinguished the cases relied upon, except 

the case of Collector of Customs vs Solve Tech decided by the Honorable Peshawar 

High Court. Against the Respondent submitted that equally the Honorable Sindh High 

Court had held in the Judgment reported in 2006 PTD 1459 that the Tribunal 
activity is a 

service. She further relied on the Judgment of the Honorable Appellant of 

the SRB in the case of Al-Abid Textile Mills. By this Judgment the Honorable 

Appellant Tribunal upheld the Order in Original and Order in Appeal in principle. In 

view of the same the Respondent sought to uphold the OIO. 

4. 	
I have heard both the parties, have perused the record of file and have also g

n

one 

through the relevant provisions of law. In order to understand the activity 2 of the Act, 
in questio, 

41Ikt of all the definition of "service" contained at clause (79) 
of

uc ed as under:- 

section 

2011 is required to be read and understood. The same is repro 
d  

2(79) 
"service" or "services" means anything which Schedule o

is not goods and shall 

include but not limited to the services listed in the First 
	f this Act. 

Ex lanation-II: Unless otherwise specified by the Board, the service  be treat 
or services 

involved in the supply of goods shall remain an d continue to 
	d as 

p  

service or services." 
the A ellant but 

5. 	
Admittedly the material used by the Appellant is not owned by 

pp  

ellant uses its facility to 
is owned by the clients. It was further admitted that the App 

process the material for making steel sheets. The Appellant works for them by 

	

the same and providing them finished goods for onwa 
	 em• 

processing  



Nnti 
4/n 

• 

"Section 2(17) of the Sales Tax Act, 1990: 

"2(17) —manufacturer or —producer means a person who engages, whether exclusively 

or not, in the production or manufacture of goods whether or not the raw material of 

which the goods are produced or manufactured are owned by him; and shall include — 

dilutes, bottles, 
(a)

a person who by any process or operation assembles, mixes, cuts, 

packages, repackages or prepares goods by any other manner; 

(b)
an assignee or trustee in bankruptcy, liquidator, executor, or curator or any 

manufacturer or producer and any person who disposes of his assets 
V 
"onnT

..m, duciary 

(" 

4\, 

capacity; and 
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-Against such activity 
the Appellant receives consideration. In an ordinary course, a 

service is such in which there is an arrangement between the parties, i.e the work done 

for the other by a person against a consideration. In a situation if such raw material was 

owned by the Appellant and finished goods were being provided or sold or supplied by 

the Appellant, then the same could not be termed as service and could have been 

termed as such in some ,other way, i.e the disposition of goods, or a manufacture, as 

used in the definitions of supply and manufacturing, from time to time in the Sales Tax 

Act, 1990. The arrangement is such that the Appellant is doing something for others by 

using his facility, carrying out the processing of the raw material and providing the 

finished goods to its customers. The same is the arrangement in most of the other 

services mentioned in the schedule, in which the outcome is a tangible substance 

(goods), i.e construction services, services provided by the persons engaged in the 

contractual execution of works or furnishing supplies, installation and commissioning 

services, the services of furnishing supplies, and many other services listed in the 2nd  

schedule. The definition reproduced above says that anything which is not goods is a 

"service". Obviously the activity in question is not goods but is a processing for other 

under an arrangement on toll basis, therefore is a service within the meaning of the 

Act, 2011. This makes it clear without leaving behind any cavil that the elements 

contained in the arrangement are of a provision of services and not merely the 

activities of a manufacture-cum -exporter. 

6. 	
The next question in my mind is the activity as "manufacture" in light of the 

definition contained in the Federal Statutes. The term manufacture presently has been 

defined in the Federal Sales Tax Act, 1990 and the Federal Excise Act, 2005 as under:- 
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(c) any person, firm or company which owns, holds, claims or uses any patent, 
proprietary, or other right to goods being manufactured, whether in his or its name, or on 
his or its behalf; as the case may be, whether or not such person, firm or company sells, 

distributes, consigns or otherwise disposes of the goods 

[Provided that for the purpose. of refund under this Act, only such shall be treated as 
manufacturer-cum-exporter who owns or has his own manufacturing facility to 
manufacture or produce the goods exported or to be exportedj" 

Federal Excise Act, 2005:- 

Section 2 "(16) "manufacture" includes,— 

(a) any process incidental or ancillary to the completion of a manufactured product; 

(b) any process of re-manufacture, remaking, reconditioning or repair and the processes 
of packing or repacking such product, and, in relation to tobacco, includes the 
preparation of cigarettes, cigars, cheroots, biris, cigarette and pipe or hookah tobacco, 
chewing tobacco or snuff; or preparation of unmanufactured tobacco by drying, cutting 
and thrashing of raw tobacco, and the word "manufacturer" shall be construed 
accordingly and shall include,— 

(i) any person who employs hired labour in the production or manufacture of goods; 

or 
(ii) any person who engages in the production or manufacture of goods on his own 
account if such goods are intended for sale; and 
(iii) any person who engages in the production or manufacture of goods on his own 
account if such goods are intended for sale; and 

(c) any person who, whether or not he carries out any process of manufacture himself or 
through his employees or any other person, gets any process of manufacture carried out 
on his behalf by any person who is not in his employment: 

Provided that any person so dealing in goods shall be deemed to have manufactured for 

all purposes of this Act, such goods in which he deals in any capacity whatever; " 

7. 	The plain reading of the both the above provisions reveals that nowhere in the 

context the word "service" has been used. But the legislature has used the word and 

termed the activity as "manufacture" even if the raw material was not owned by the 

manufacturer. What is required to be seen is that in its very nature the activity is 

manufacture and there is no cavil in it. But "what is role of the Appellant" is important 

to the Provincial Legislature. The role of the Appellant is that it uses its facility and 

does manufacturing/processing, where the Appellant works on toll basis. In my humble 
d the opinion there is no contradiction in the laws as the Provincial Legislature h o /  

element of services and has not imposed the tax on manufacture as su 	
e 
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case of Article 163 of the Constitution where it imposes provincial tax in relation to 

professions. The Honorable Sindh High Court gave a Judgment in the case of M/s 

Habib Jute Mills Limited versus the Province of Sindh and another, reported in 2012 

PTD 901 that when imposed a provincial tax under Article 163 is a tax on profession 

and not a tax on income. The same way this Provincial tax is a tax on services of 

manufacture and process on toll basis and a tax on manufacture as such. In this regard 

the Respondent has relied on the Judgment given by the Honorable Sindh High Court 

of Sindh, reported in 2006 PTD 1459, titled as M/s. Amie Investment (Pvt.) Limited 

versus Additional Collector-II. 

8. 	Brief facts giving rise to controversy in the Appeal under the Judgment, of the 

Honorable Division Bench of the Sindh High Court, were that M/s Amie Inverstment 

(Pvt) Ltd was engaged in conversion of the ship plates into mild steel twisted bars. A 

show-cause notice was issued by the Additional Collector sales tax on the grounds that 

the Appellants have unlawfully paid fixed sales tax on the manufacture of re-rolled 

products as well as on the basis of conversion charges, instead of paying sales tax at 

standard rates on the value of the supplies. It was the case of the department that since 

the notification in respect of fixed sales tax scheme was rescinded therefore M/S Annie 

Investment (Pvt) Ltd had become liable to pay sales tax at standard rate during the 

periods in questioned in that appeal. The controversy in hand of the Honorable Court 

was that Tribunal found the appellants liable to pay sales tax in certain periods "at 

standard rates on value of supplies" instead of the tax "on conversion charges". The 

Honorable Court in order to determine and decide the controversy had discussed the 

term "disposition of goods" and the term "supply" in detail and had held as under:- 

"Page — 3 of the judgment":- 

"To determine. the controversy c4 framed reference is to be made to,theicharging 

provision in,the'Soles,TaX.Act, 1990. Relevant provision in subSection (1),o1Section• ofSales 

Tcix Act-reads as follovys: 
(3)_,Scope.:of tax;(1) subject to .the provisions of this Act, there shall be, charged, leVied 

and paid,a tax knoysin dssales:taX at the rate offifteen .per cent of the value of 

(a) .,taxable supplies made in Pakistan by a:regiitered person in the ,Course of 

furtherance of uny taxable activity carried on by him,- and 
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A minute 
perusal of the above proVLsiatt reveals that in order to-attract, the: charging 

provision taxable supplies should be made by a person:who Is registered under the Sales Tax 

Act in the,cOurSeOr furtherance of any taxable:activity. refill taxable supply IMS'been defined 

in subsection (41) of section 2 of the as supply of taxable goods in PcikiStan. 

Since sales lax:is payable on theyaltie: of supplies,.: therefore it would be very material 

to determine as to whether the trci risactiiii'ketween the appellant and its Principal falls Within 

the 'ambit of supplies. Supply as defined in-subsectiOn (33)'of section 2 of the Sales TO Act 

runs as follows:- 

"(33) "supply" includes sale, lease or other disposition of goods carried out for 

consideration and also includes-- 

a.
Putting to private, business or non-business use of goods acquired produced or 

manufactured in the course of husine,ss; 

b.
Auction or disposal of goods to satisfy a debt owed by a perSon; and 

c.
Possession of taxable goods held immediately before a person ceases to be a 

registered person: 

d.
Such other transaction as the (Federal Government may, by notification in the 

official Gazette specify; " 

A supply ,
which could attract charging of sales tax, an accordance with the definition 

as 

reproduced above:CanfieVisiialized asfollow:- 

(a) Sale: 

(b) Lease; 

(c)
'Other disPosition of goods in or furtherance of business carried out for 

consideration; 

(d) Putting to private, business or non-business use of goods equired,' produced Or 

manufactures in the course of business. 

The tratisaction betWeen the appellant and it Principal can by ric, :stretelt of 

imagination be ierme•aS sale or lease:as such it requires no'delibrations. Now it-is:to 

be examined as 
to whether the transaction, as above, amounts:to "other, disposition of 

goods in Or furtherance, Of business carried Out for consideration'.. There. Can be no 

denial' of the fact that the business of the Appellant is ,carried out for consideration; 

but the atiestion Whichneedi to be examined is as to Whether thereturning of gOods 
by 

the Appellant after ProceSsing, would amount to ',dispositton of gocids'. The term 

"disposition" has not beepdefined in the Act and the ordinary word 

'disposition' as defined in varions Dictionaries are as under...L. 

7/0 
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Black's. Law Dictionary (Sixth Edition) . 	'act' of disposing, transferring to 

another. The parting with the care or the 

posseSSion, alienation with„or, giving up 

of:properly'. 

Concise Oxford 1)ictionaty. 011.' Edition). 	The : action of disposing or transferring 

property:. or money to someone, in 

particidar:bybequest :The.  power to deal 

with ;5' bmethirigasionepleases. 

The expressioni`dispositiOn further: was COnSideredby'the:Suprente Court of 

India in the cases of Goli Eswarian v. Commissioner of Gift Tax AIR 1970 SC 1722 

and it was held that : !the. word disposition :is:,:not.a tekm : Of law Further it. has not 

precise inearting.:10:meaning has to' be gatheredft0in:the;ConteXt in WhiCh!it is:used 

Since the word !dispositibn! has not beert:definedi.lh,Fthel',Wt.' „.,Vierefore the 

ordinarymeaning of the . word which is of wide connotationiSitobe adoptedilt is used 

only aS: an. expression of transfer:inter vivos or by :operation: of law and for such 

purpose: an element of ownership must exist upon the goods/Property under 

disposition or at least the personacquiring thegOods :must possess soine right or title 
. 	. 

in the goods in order to dispose it of at his. will. Consequently the: returning of goods 

cannot be included in the expression 'disposition of goods': 

It brings .us to examine as to whether said transaction amounts to putting, the 

goods acquh.ed, produced or manufactured in .  the course ,..of business to private, 

business or non-business use'. The expression 'manufacture' has been defined in 

subsection (16) ofsectiOn 2 of theAct which reads. as f011ows: 

`..21ny 	 anarticle:singlY 	in : combination .  with other articles;  

inaterials;:components is either converted: into:other. aistinetarticleptproduct or is so 

changed,:: transformed or re-shaped that ::it ,becOtneS::::Capable::  of being: put ,. to .uSe 

differently Or distinctly: and :includes any process :incidental. or ancillary to the 

completion of a:manufactured product." 

The processing pf goods by the Appellant:surely is a manufacturing process. 

However, the precOndition to:inClude the goods acquired., produced or manufactured 

in' the course of business is the.. 'use' of the goods ,by the person who acquired, 

produced: or manufactured,the goods and in the present ca4.p:theAppellant:didnot use 

the gobds to attract the consequenees of supply.' 

In our opinion, the transaction between the Appellants and their Principal can 

safely be 'termed as, a contract of bailment as. defined in section 1,48:4 the Contract 

Act, which is reproduced for the sake of convenience:- 

-148"Tailinent", "bailor '.!, and "bailee" defnied A "baihnent" is the 

delivery of goods by onAper.Fon to another for some 	upon: 
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they shall when: the purpose is accomplished, . be returned or otherwise disposed of 

according to the directions of the person delivering them. The person delivering the 

goods is called, the "bailor". The person to whom they are delivered is called the 

"bailee".  

A perusal ofthe iabovaprovis ion : 0 li*reveal*:00..mkgbbds, ar4deliveredby 

the! ::  b a dkinoipett,:diT. the':!'bailee 64ppollcir,!:4h,, :thik:''.0.*0) for some 

specific purpose and the accomplishment Of the Purpose. for which the:goods were 

deliv,ered - termed as , supply order to : attract the - conseqUences of charging 

provisions. 

However, in ccise, if the goodS, are disposed of by the bailee (Appellants in the 

present case):at the :in,stritetions of MO bailor (prineipat:iri. ppes01,24::epsc):then;, of 

course stich .':disposition-:„of goodp::.fwould . ;:
amount to :supply:: and 7ivould'I invite 

consequences' accordingly. However, in .  such:eventuality, the Supplier would be bailor 

and.  not the bailee and the purchaser would be the person to Whom the goods are 

disposed:ofat the instructions of bailor. 

Adverting to the caseAmbar'Tobaeco*COMPany:dP,Vt),Lirnitect (supra) 

demand was raised upon the petitioner jn. the light .sof 'charges .received for ,the 

conversion. . 

"It will be. seeri that supply is riot; confined to. Sale trans-  action but extends to 

other disposition of goods infurtherance of business: carried for consideration, 

including' manufacturing in the course of business." 

It was: observed that since the petitioners were manufacturing cigarettes in the course 

Of business, therefore, were liable to pay sales tax on the value of supply and not on 

conversion charges. We have given our anxious consideration to the findings by the 

learned Division Bench of the Peshawar: High. Court. .With • all due . deference and 

respect jOr•lthe learned Judges, we . 
not able to persuadeotirselyes to accept that 

'manufacturing in the course of business' could by any stretch of imagination, be 
. 	. 

termed as supply as it is not the manufacturing whiCh ttrcict the charg ing provision 

but its sale, lease, disposition or use 

So far as the case of Messrs General Tyre and Rubber Company, ;(Pvt.)' Limited 

(supra)is Concerned, we are in agreement with the fallowing observations.of a 

Division Bench of this Court:— 

given by the 

Course of or 

e the 

"From the above it is clear that much emphasis has been 

legislature for levy of sales tax on the taxable supplies made in 

in furtherance 'of any taxable activity. Whereas in t 
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undisputed fact .is that raw material was ,supplied by appellant to Diamond 

Rubber Mill and after its proCess, it was returned back to hitn. Thus, element 

of inclusion of sale tax is not appearing during this whole transaction, as 

processing activity was carried out by Diamond Rubber Mill on the fixed 

processing charges as settled vide letter, : date 29-06-1999' with no factors of 

sale;  lease Or other dispoSitiOn OfkOods, aS.embodiedinsection 2(33) of'Act or 

explained in $ale : :TaxQeneral Qrder'1198.. Therefbre,„ levy of sale tai:Under 

section 3 .of Act, entitling a registered person deditet: input tax ;  from the 

output tax, is not aVailable to appellaht." 

(11w, ubos c Ii6ciisSiOtt8 leave. no YW)J Jro any doubt that the tramoction 

beiween the Appellant and theirPrineipal,. amounts to bailment and not a !supply' as 

envisaged :in section 3 of the flier efOre the conversion ehargesi!received by the 

ApPellarit CannOt be ,s.ubjeeted:td::thOgiivpravi.40Of 	cr. 

For the foregoing reasons, we answer the question framed above ,by holding 

that no Sales Tax was payable by the appellant either on the value of goods:returned 

tails principal or on the charges received for the conversion: 

The :logical consequence is that the .Sales Tax:Department has wrongly 

received the sale tax on conversion -  charges which the nature of consideration for 

providing.services. The Departme.nt has not moral or legal .  fustification to retain this 

amount paid by. the , Appellant on account of ignorance of law, which should be 

returned refunded." 

9. 	It will be seen that the Honorable High Court has clearly termed the 

arrangement of processing and conversion as a services and has also held that such 

arrangement do not constitute disposition of goods, or a supply or goods. Therefore, it 

is clear from the self-explanatory and clear Judgment that in case of the present 

Appellant the processing of goods by the Appellant cannot be termed as disposition of 

the goods, since the Appellant is not the owner of the raw material and therefore such 

in its nature is a contract of bailment. The Article 201 of the Constitution, says that 

subject to Article 189, any decision of a High Court shall, to the extent that it decides a 

question of law or is based upon or enunciates a principle of law has to be binding on 

all courts subordinate to it. Therefore, when the Judgment makes it very clear that such 

is a service and not merely the manufacture, then that has to be applied as a law. The 

Appellant relied on the Judgment of the Honorable Peshawar High
c 	

se of 
ic 
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Collector of Sales and Central Excise versus Solve-Tech reported in 2010 PTD 1269 

but he was not aware of the fact that the Honorable Sindh High Court has already 

discussed the same case in the Judgment relied upon by the Respondent (as reproduced 

above), wherein the Honorable Sindh High Court has not agreed with the Peshawar 

I-bgh Court that the very activity in that case was manufacture as whole. But the 

Honorable Sindh High Court has discussed in detail the nature of activity, as to 

disposition or sale of goods and the conversion charges and has recognized the 

conversion charges as separate and attributable to the services rendered as 

consideration against the same. I have also read the Judgment of the Honorable 

Supreme Court of Pakistan in the cases reported in 2006 PTD 730 and 1980 PTD 201. 

In both the cases the question was not the processing and manufacturing on toll basis. 

In the earlier case the issue pertained to the manufacturing of polyethylene bags for 

packing of ghee manufactured by the M/s Mahboob industries (Pvt .). Ltd. And in the 

later the waste cotton owned by the M/s Colony Textile Mills Limited was the issue. In 

both the cases the parties were not acting to manufacture for other's on toll basis. 

• Therefore, in facts and circumstances of the case the case of the Appellant is 

distinguishable from the both the Judgment of the Honorable Supreme Court. In view 

of the above it is very safe to hold that such is a service to within the meaning of the 

Act, 2011 and thus the 010 is legal and valid. 

10. Now, since the Appellant has brought the Federal and Provincial Law at par, 

therefore it will also be advantageous in the circumstances to advert to the question 

whether there is a conflict between the Provincial and Federal Legislature. It is 

required to he seen that the subject of "services" has never been the domain of the 

Federation as is apparent from the scheme of legislation of the Constitution of Islamic 

Republic of Pakistan. By a specific amendment the entry 49 of the Part — I of the 

Federal Legislative List was amended to include the following phrase [except sales tax 

on set-vices]. Previously the entry said "Taxes on the sales and purchases of goods • imported, exported, produced, manufact,ured or consumed". Bare study of the entry 

will show that the subject of services has never been the domain of the Federation. 

And its amendment had further clarified the position of the subject of services to mean 

that this subject has always been the subject of Provinces. 
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11. It will be seen that from study of all the above provisions of the Federal laws, 

the teens "service" have never been used nor a tax against any service has been levied. 

In my humble opinion the use of the phrase "whether or not the raw material of which 

the goods are produced or manufactured are owned by him" does not affect the 

taxability under the Act, 2011 and by such phrase the very nature of arrangement 

cannot be construed otherwise. The Federal Legislature has taxed the very activity of 

manufacture, and not the arrangement of manufacturing for other on toll basis. The 

Provincial Legislature has not acted against the Constitution, therefore there is no 

question of intervention into the domain of the Federation. The Honorable Sindh High . 

Court also clearly established in the above case that conversion charges are against the 

services and not against the supply or disposition of goods in that case. The view point 

above established was also ratified by the Honorable Appellant Tribunal of the SRB, 

as in the case of M/s Abid Silk Milts (Pvt) Limited. The Appeal was decided by me 

and the Order in Appeal was upheld in principle by the Honorable Appellant Tribunal. 

12. For the given reasons, I hold that the arrangement as such is a service within the 

meaning of Act, 2011 and there is no illegality carried in the 010 by which the 

arrangement has been taxed by considering it the manufacturing for others on toll 

basis. The 010 is elaborative and speaking and faces no legal or factual. infirmity and 

is accordingly hereby upheld in principle. 

13. As far as the penalties are concerned it will be seen that the Appellant is 

adamant not to register and pay the tax in presence of the clear law to this effect. 

Therefore the disregard to law should not go unpunished. However, in case of penalties 

against Offence No. 1 the situation needs consideration. The Respondent has imposed 

02 penalties as against Offence No. 1, i.e, a penalty of Rs: 1,107,380/- as against 

violation of section 24 and a penalty of Rs: 100,000/- as against . non-compliance of 

notice of compulsory registration. After reading the Offence No. 1 arid language of 

penalty there-against I have learned that there is no mention regarding payment of any 

penalty as against the violation of section 24. But the Offence speaks about penalties 

against non-compliance of notice or order of compulsory registration a 	h the 

penalty has already been imposed. Therefore, the penalty of Rs: 1,10 
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• payable. As far as the remaining penalties are concerned the Appellant is adamant on 

his stance despite of clear interpretation by the Respondent in the OIO. In view 

whereof the Appellant is liable to pay the penalties. 

14. The Appellant is accordingly directed to pay the above amount of tax, the 

default surcharge and also directed to file true and correct returns as per law, forthwith. 

However, considering it a special case where there are huge penalties imposed, the 

Appellant shall only be liable to pay the penalties established hereinabove, if he fails to 

pay the amount of tax and default surcharge and also fails to file true and correct 

returns of the past periods up-to-date, within one month of the receipt of this Order. 

Order accordingly. 

• 
15. This Order comprises (13) pages each page bears my of dial seal,and-signature. 

• 

Via Courier Services/Registered Post to: 

M/s International Steels Limited, 
101, Beaumont Plaza, 10 Beaumont Road, 
Karachi 

(Zarni A. Khalid) 
Commissioner (Appeals) 

Sindh Revenue Board, Karachi 

Rarnaer A, tchalki) 
CuronlissluiIrm (Appeaso 
SiN041RFVFNUE MOAK 

Copy for Information and necessary action to:  

1) The Chairman, Sindh Revenue Board, Karachi. 
2) The Commissioner-I, Sindh Revenue Board, Karachi. 
3) Deputy Commissioner (Legal Wing), Sindh Revenue Board, Karachi. 
4) The Assistant Commissioner (Unit-07), SRB, Karachi. 
5) Guard File. 

- 6) Office Copy. 

13/#2 
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